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The Three Dantien Centers
Synopsis
Our subtle bodies provide the templates of light or higher consciousness into which our
physical bodies are projected. Consciousness is forever transforming itself into matter at
every point in the universe. At certain points, this
transformation is more concentrated, and the
most active etheric centers are what are known in
Taoist alchemy or Chinese medicine as the Three
Dantien: the upper, middle, and lower dantien
centers. These are etheric centers in the head, the
heart, and just below the navel.
These centers are similar to the chakras, wherein
we also find that the unmanifest potential
becomes manifested, but they have greater
impact on the physiology and act as the primary
command centers of intelligence for operating as
full spirit-soul beings in a physical vehicle.
These centers bridge the invisible with the visible
and draw energy from the infinite potential at the
subtle levels into manifestation in density. The
chakras are one level removed from this, and
their energies feed into these three creative
centers.

We have meridians that are the energy pathways through the subtle bodies, and then also
deeper pathways of ‘cause’ that are called the extraordinary meridians. The
extraordinary meridians are the deeper flows that are cause for our being and life, which
are part of the subtle matrix of life force energy of the etheric body.
The extraordinary meridians are attuned and responsive specifically to the
vibration of joy that mobilizes the creational energies. The extraordinary meridians
are called the deep reservoirs of qi, which feed the meridians and capture their
‘overflow’ in cases of disruption. The three dantien centers are to the chakras, what the
extraordinary meridians are to the meridians. They are deeper centers of primary
Divine Intelligence and cause, which determine the quality and power of our life.
These centers are also the source of all qi that moves through the extraordinary
meridians. Joy is a quality of love, and love commands the adamantine particles—the
packets of infinite potential from which all matter emerges. Thus, the three dantien
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centers are those through which we manifest reality and bring newness into the
world.
The three dantien centers correspond to the three main centers of consciousness that
operate the body-mind axis and communicate with the spirit-soul levels of being.
Associated with these centers are the three treasures—the energies or qi on the spiritual,
soul, and body levels to sustain us in life—and the three purities, which correspond to the
Trinity of Father God, Son/Sun, and Mother God, and to the three soul powers of
thinking, feeling, and willing. See table below.
If you want to cut to the chase and change your life most dramatically, cultivating
joy and consciously connecting to the centers of primary Divine Intelligence within
provides the most expedient and effective way. The process of vertical awaring will
support you to attain this objective.

The Three Dantien Centers ~ Treasures ~ Purities
Consciousness is the creator and matter emerges from this. Quantum physics has revealed
that there is so much space within and around the atoms that make up our physical
bodies, that we are very nearly 100% void. (An experience of this is supported in RI-6
(the Great Void)). They have called this the zero point field or zero point energy, and
acknowledge that we are interconnected by a vast field of waves that carry to infinity.
This zero point field exists both inside and outside the human body, in all the interspaces
between the tiniest particles, and is a vast field of intelligence that underlies all of
creation. This field of intelligence is a sea or undifferentiated potential that may be acted
upon by consciousness to cause the unmanifest potential to become manifested as
formations in matter.
All matter emerges from consciousness acting upon this field of intelligence and infinite
potential. As mentioned above, our bodies are projected in this manner, from intelligent
formations or templates of light at the subtler levels of our being. And where the
transformation from unmanifest to manifest is most concentrated is in these etheric
dantien centers.
The Three Treasures
The energies through these centers have but one Source, which is God, but they express
differently as they come into the different vibrational levels corresponding to spirit, soul,
and body.
Expressed as spiritual energy, we have light; as energy feeding the soul light becomes
love; and as energy to sustain the physical vehicle light becomes life. Light is the power
of thought that expresses God as Father; love is power of feeling expressing God as Son;
and life is the power of the will that expresses God as Mother. These energies are
described in more detail below.
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Qi is all encompassing and includes the spiritual, psychic, psychological, biological,
electrical, and chemical energy through the levels of the body. In essence, qi is refined
from the light essence, and presents a continuum that links physical (dense qi) with nonphysical (refined qi); light is highly refined qi and life force is denser qi.
The dantien centers make up our connection to our divine nature, and in working with
these centers conscientiously, we move from earthly orientation that leads to our
devolution, to spiritual orientation that is the path of our evolution on all levels, including
the physical level.
Our physical body is nourished by spiritual forces primarily, and the longer that we rely
on denatured matter, the more quickly and surely will our bodies degenerate and be
unable to support our souls’ incarnation. Illness is not supposed to go hand-in-hand with
aging—that has become a belief from observing the present situation, but that belief is
not absolute truth. Consciously working with the three dantien centers will eliminate the
cognitive function, heart, and other ailments that we associate with aging.
The Three Centers and Purities
The upper dantien located in the middle of the head, comprises the etheric glands that
are receptive to spiritual light of the Father and ‘code the body’ primarily through the
endocrine system. Our devotion to and love of Truth makes us most receptive to the Mind
of God, and therefore stilling the separated mind that is false is an absolute necessity in
order to activate this center.
The middle dantien is the Heart center, which operates the love function through which
the soul operates. The Heart center unifies our being on all levels and drives the
ascension process that must be undertaken in freedom. Its power is beyond measure.
Ascension—moving the ego consciousness away from separation and the material,
toward Oneness in spirit and its true spiritual origin—is made possible through the power
of the Son/Sun (Christ Impulse). As we activate the love function to instigate ascension, a
stream of energy is established between the Heart and the Head (pineal gland), and the
two centers become harmonized.
The lower dantien is about three fingers (2 ½ inches) below the navel in the middle of
the body—this is the center that connects to the Primordial Mother and the Womb of
creation. The lower dantien is our center of manifestation—the center through which we
receive the resources of the Mother to support us in the world of matter. When we are
devoted to being in harmony and perfect symbiosis with our world, this center becomes
oriented toward the love function of the Heart, and lower and middle dantien centers
become harmonized. The Mother is eager to receive (be inseminated by) and birth the
Ideas of the Father, and it is through our willingness to serve Higher Will that we make
ourselves most receptive in this center.
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Each center has a stillness point, which is the bridge from the unmanifest infinite
potential to the manifest. Cultivating stillness within these centers creates the ‘spin’
necessary for magnetic attraction.

Three Dantiens

Three
Treasures

Three Purities

Trinity

Head (“Crystal
Palace”)

Shen

Universal Lord of
Primordial
Beginning

Father God
Truth
Virtue: Faith

Heart (“Yellow
Emperor”)

Qi

Universal Lord of
the Numinous
Treasure

Son/Sun
Love
Virtue: Love

Gut (Lower
Dantien or the
“Golden Stove”)

Jing

Universal Lord of
the Way and its
Virtue/Power

Mother God
Life/Power
Virtue: Hope

(Spirit level)

(Soul Level)

(Body Level)

Soul Powers
Thinking

Feeling

Willing

Running through the three treasures is the Penetrating vessel—the extraordinary
meridian that brings heaven to earth and earth to heaven. The Penetrating Vessel is part
of the extraordinary meridian pair that defines the dimension of “above-below”. The
Penetrating vessel is at the center of the energetic vortex of the extraordinary meridians—
it runs though all three dantiens, connecting their flows and harmonizing their functions.
It is responsible for the free flow of qi—the motive power of qi through all systems.
Called the ‘infuser’ of qi, the Penetrating vessel is considered to be the source of the
extraordinary meridians system in some respects.
From densest energy to most subtle, jing is referred to as
the essential vigour or vital essence, qi is the subtle
breath, and shen is spirit —and these are three degrees of
the Supreme Elixir. Jing is likened to the candle and
wick, while qi is the flame, and shen is the radiance
emitted by the burning candle. It is said that bodily
form is the residence of life, that qi fills this life, while
shen controls it. And if either of them loses their proper
position, then they all will come to harm.
In Taoist teaching we are told to refine the essence into breath, refine the breath into
spirit, and refine the spirit into Emptiness. As we clarify and transform subconscious
distortions of the lower centers, we refine the essence into breath, moving the Root of our
being to the Heart. As we inform the Heart about unconditional higher love and orient
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ourselves to Spirit we refine the breath into spirit. And as we surrender ever more deeply
to Higher Will and Purpose and merge in the Mind of God, holding nothing back, we
refine spirit into Emptiness…going back to the Absolute that is both All That Is and
Nothing or the Great Void out of which all emerged (big bang). And when we have done
that, we are enlightened.
Each of the three dantien centers is discussed in detail in Part III, in order that you come
to appreciate the power that you may tap into within your being. The human being is an
incredible and sublime masterpiece, with the ability to access any energy in creation and
evolve in any way imaginable. As you learn about yourself in greater detail, you will
understand what may be accessed within and will become bolder in what you strive for
and what conceive for your life and our world. We have the greatest healing system, not
to mention the greatest powers of creation right within ourselves. As we master these
powers within, we will be flooded with new ideas on what is possible in all arenas of life.
These centers are key in the process of vertical-awaring and awakening the powers of the
Trinity. In vertical-awaring, all three centers are engaged in preparing oneself to receive
holistic resolutions that address all aspects of an issue on all levels of being. In other
words, you will engage the full powers of the Trinity and become receptive to their
resolution energies.
You may proceed with the exercises at this point (3.1 series), and can use the rest of
the material in Part III as reference and further resource to go deeper into
understanding the functions and powers of each center.
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Upper Dantien ~ The Crystal Palace
The head glands are the coders of the whole body—the ‘four faces of God’1and the
source point or divine Idea for our being and our life, which correspond to the four
dimension within which we dwell (above/below, backward/forward (time), inner/outer,
and left/right).
As discussed in part I, stilling the mind increases the flow of cosmic energy and activates
the head glands, stimulating higher awareness and accelerated evolution. As spiritual
light pours into the head glands, it codes the DNA, activates intercommunication in the
brain, and instigates hormonal ‘cocktails’ for our evolution.
From studies of brain activity, it was found that certain areas become stimulated by
higher contemplation, and furthermore, that when these areas are electrically stimulated
they elicit higher experience of the divine. From these studies it has been put forth that
the right temporal lobe is associated with Divine Presence, the amygdala with cosmic
meaning, and the hippocampus with memory. The left temporal lobe is associated with
present life imprints, and the amygdala-hippocampus runs between the two halves.
Stimulation of the amygdala-hippocampal area results in recollection of important
personal images as well as hyperlucid visions. This is thought to be the God-spot in the
brain.

In the writings reporting these studies it is stated
that the human being must be and is
neurologically wired for spiritual experiences.
“Just as a visual system was developed because
there is something to see, a spiritual function
emerged because there is some spiritual agent
to experience. … Would there have been a
retina without light or a spiritual function
without Divine Presence in the universe? Is the
mark of the Designer not present in the design
and is the human brain not the "locus naturalis" to find this trace, namely as the
spiritual function enabling the human being to experience its Designer?”

“The "God-spot" executes the experience of a "higher" profound, sentient, holy,
spiritual Presence, generating tremendous religious awe, yet comforting and near in
an inexplicable way…” This God-spot is in the gland that registers emotional memory
because the root of spiritual experience is emotional. Saint Augustine defined
conversion, or the return to "God" as an act of deep remembering. And so through
repeated contemplation, prayer, and meditation, we activate this “God-spot” in the
amygdala and the hippocampus, which is the structure to memorize the details of this
personal experience. The amygdala is also where fear imprints are stored, and so it is
evident that fear blocks our ability to experience Divine Presence. In overcoming fear we
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must activate spiritual courage and higher understanding, and this is how we come to
discover the divine within. So long as we allow the thinking separated mind that is ruled
by fear to drive thought, we are unable to access the Mind of God and these glands
remain untapped in their potential to quicken us toward evolutionary leaps.
In our exploration work of the endocrine system, we found that
all endocrine glands of the brain contribute to a direct
experience of God through various functions. As the Crown
opens, we take in greater spiritual energies, which activate the
pineal gland (center of DNA). This causes the pineal to activate
as a liquid crystal that in turn stimulates the chambers of the
brain for higher dimensional consciousness. As well, the four
head glands bring in four different ‘rays’ of God within the
human consciousness, acting as receptors to the higher-dimensional information stream,
and finally the confluence of right and left hemispheric brain activity enables a ‘flashing
up’ of transcendent ‘god’ consciousness… flashes of ‘genius’ or deep insights capable of
rearranging reality.
God seeks to dream within your being, and divine Idea comes through activation of the
head glands that are receptive to Imagination, Inspiration, and Intuition. "Without a
Vision people perish" (Bible); vision is the means by which creation is continually
dreamed into expansion and the ever new and greater.
Furthermore, once the head glands develop to a certain level through spiritual awakening,
the gland known as the Single Eye of Christ (optic thalamus) activates, which in turn
causes activation of the innermost Heart, referred to as the zero-point (discussed in
greater detail in the section on the Middle Dantien). As this point activates, the Heart
purifies and this impacts on an etheric energy steam that weaves our
Etheric Heart-blood with the etheric Christ-blood energies. And this purified ether
stream activates the pineal gland, which further ignites the four crystals of the head,
causing deeper access to “God’s Idea of You”.
Furthermore, the upper head glands activate the glands of the lower body, causing a
whole a cascade of events through the endocrine system in support of regeneration. This
is partly how the three treasures connect—they are all part of the endocrine system. So
the etheric-physiological activity in response to our spiritual orientation causes further
expansion in consciousness and illumination of the body through hormonal and endocrine
codes unleashed by the etheric-energy streams.
We really cannot look at anything in the human body in isolation, because as you will
see, everything within us from sensory faculties, endocrine glands, organs and systems is
part of a cosmos or a universe on a microcosmic level. And imbalance in one body of
intelligence (e.g. an organ or gland) impacts on the whole micro-level cosmos. And
similarly, as we work to awaken and activate one system or part therein, we cause
activation through the whole system. All of our parts work in symbiotic and synergistic
ways.
Copyright 2012 Anita L. Briggs All Rights Reserved
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Steiner has described man as an ‘upside down plant’, insofar as our head corresponds to
the root system of the plant. The plant is primarily nourished from earthly substances and
draws in spiritual substance for its reproduction, while the human being is primarily
nourished spiritually, drawing earthly substance for sustenance in order to force us into
interaction with the physical realm. The plant has reproductive organs open to the sun,
and ours are hidden in unconsciousness at this stage in evolution. And just as the plant
thrives when its root system is robust, so too do we thrive and have greatest positive
impact when our spiritual connection is strong. Etheric filaments of light surround our
head and are the antennae receptors for spiritual energies. And these develop according to
our spiritual preoccupation, focus, and striving, which happens largely through the three
centers of intelligences that we are discussing here.
In the upper dantien center shines the light of truth into which divine Idea may be
perceived. And the Heart is the central power that can inform the Head through a valuing
and feeling for truth that is based in a moral devotion to love. And the lower dantien is
seat of the will—the power to manifest. When love and truth combine, you provide rich
soil for spiritual seeds to take. Add to this the impulse toward life and devotion to higher
good (lower dantien), and the powers of the Trinity intersect and combine the creational
impulse and means to give those seeds the substance of form.
Further discussion of truth, love and power as the threefold flame in the Heart center
appears below. It is the intention of this program that you activate these centers and the
Heart Flame so that they are with you as palpable forces to anchor into a spiritual reality
no matter what may transpire in the outer world in years to come.

The shen is our Spirit or Mind, and is the spiritual radiance that can be seen shining
through a person’s eyes – the emanation of a universal vision rooted in loving-kindness,
compassion, and enlightened power of a heart-mind brimming with wisdom, forgiveness
and generosity. As jing is the wax and wick of a candle and qi its flame, shen is the
radiance given off by the flame – what allows it to actually be a source of light. And in
the same way that the light from a candle depends upon the wax, wick and flame, so does
healthy shen depend upon the cultivation of jing (impulse from life) and qi (force of
love/fire of sacrifice). It is only through the temple of a strong and balanced body that a
radiant spirit can shine.

If you will focus on the area at the center of the head, level with the tops of the ears, you
will feel stillness unlike any other area of the brain. I found this center on my own as I
was exploring feeling in the head, and only later read that it is called the Crystal Palace
in Taoist teachings on inner alchemy. That was a most happy surprise! The Crystal
Palace is called thusly because it is home to the pineal, pituitary, thalamus and
hypothalamus glands, which are crystalline organs of the etheric body. Try focusing on
this area and see for yourself. It serves as a great point to access those deeper mind states.
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In the exercises given in the course of the program, you will learn methods to interact
with the intelligence of the Crystal Palace, stimulate the head glands directly through
simple sequences of visualization and sensing, and activate greater intercommunication
capacity and power in the brain. This will enhance your ability to access spiritual insight
and peak experiences that can rearrange reality in an instant. Inner transformation always
happens in the ‘holy instant’ outside of time.
Below is an image for the upper dantien center that has been encoded with activation.
The images are described in further detail in Appendix A.
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Middle Dantien ~ Heart and The Golden Emperor

Note: This section contains some esoteric information that may be challenging to some.
You may skim over it or skip parts that you don’t understand. So long as you do the
exercises and bring the smiling energy at the Heart and cultivate openness through the
VA process, you are getting the main teachings. Go back to parts you do not understand
in a few months or a few years even. This information will not change with time—though
more may be discovered in time. The more that you grasp the power of the Heart center,
the more conscientiously will you activate its intelligence at all times in life. I have given
a lot information so that at least something will speak to each one of you!

The heart-mind is said to be the future thinking organ of the human being—the future
organ of living wisdom. One of our tasks at present is to reach up with our heart forces
into the thinking faculty and bring to all thought an aesthetic feeling sense so that we may
feel truth and cultivate greater discernment, thereby engaging the soul more deeply. As
we develop and enhance a feeling sense for all thought, we eventually marry soul and
spirit so that higher purpose and wisdom may arise as inner powers.
Love in an intelligence that cuts through all dimensions and in this regard supports
unification and confluence of all the seemingly disparate levels of being and dimensions
of reality. Sacrificial love is the alchemical power to transmute and dissolve all that is
disruptive and to elevate anything to a higher order. By sacrificial is meant the
willingness to give itself up to something higher and greater. Sacrificial love (known as
agape) is the substance that created everything real that appears in the vibrational realm.
Not only does this higher love transmute everything to a higher order, but also it opens up
new possibilities as pathways not yet known. Without love, Steiner explains, we would
have no future, as love is the moral sun and creative principle of our world.
As a force of love you become accessible to the higher realms, your Heart field
harmonizes with the electromagnetic field of the earth, and you become a synchronized
Copyright 2012 Anita L. Briggs All Rights Reserved
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force of evolution for the planet. As mentioned in the discussion on reciprocity, in
seeking to come from love and to make things better for others or for the world in all
situations, you move into a powerful radiating stance and will receive support according
to the power of that radiation. As you choose to become a benevolent force in all ways,
your Heart engages the intelligence fields and quantum energy of the cosmos! But there
are so many practical benefits to surrendering to being love, that it is a wonder that we
have overlooked this power in our world.
The Heart center has nothing to do with the emotional body. Love is not emotionality.
Emotions are wonderful messengers and energies to enrich and imprint experience, but
love is different—love is the essence of your soul nature. Love rays out as a complex
intelligence in the one who has achieved emotional equanimity. So we need to tame the
emotions if we want to express love. Unconditional love is achieved by sacrificing the
lower ego for a higher order of being: the higher selfless ego. Unconditionality implies
selflessness—it is a radiation outward that holds nothing back. Love is not gushy or
indulging of others’ weaknesses, nor is it tolerant of dysfunction. Acceptance is not
condoning or resignation, but rather is a first step in ‘owning up’ to what shows up in life
in order to change it. Similarly. Love is form of acceptance of one’s highest divine
nature, and being love is first step in ‘owning up’ to one’s role as divine Child devoted to
its heavenly Father and Mother. Honor thy Father and thy Mother is an edict of the
unconditionally loving Heart that is here to bring Father and Mother God together to
bring heaven on earth. This may sound lofty, but the practice of activating the three
dantiens in the ways that this program teaches will make this goal very achievable no
matter what level of spiritual understanding you have. Everyone is love in essence, and
anyone can express that reality if they are prepared to surrender and transform the lower
self.
In Love Without End2 is described how researcher Chilton Pierce reports that about 6065% of heart cells are neural cells, as found in the brain. These heart cells have the same
neurotransmitters as found in brain cells, and connection links (ganglia) that are
connected to every major organ and system in the body. Furthermore, the heart creates an
electromagnetic field that extends eight to twelve feet around the body in the ‘average’
person (and much more in those who are actively radiating love). This field is described
as “being both vibrational and holographic, meaning that it can be tapped into from any
point on the body, no matter how microscopic.”
The HeartMath Institute has shown how the heart has a powerful influence on the entire
bioenergetic field, the endocrine system, and much more. Their work has been invaluable
in demonstrating the physiological impact of the invisible and imponderable qualities of
our spiritual nature. It’s been demonstrated that physiological effects associated with
emotional states are mediated by changes in the heart’s electromagnetic field. Many
experiments have demonstrated that the signals the heart continuously sends to the brain
influence the function of higher brain centers involved in perception, cognition, and
emotional processing.
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According to research, the following has been found: 3

The history and impressions of the Heart center are recorded and stored in every
cell of the human body as a sort of informational template of the soul.

The Heart can literally perceive and react to the external world on its own—it can
make functional decisions independent of the brain’s cerebral cortex.

The Heart has five thousand times more electromagnetic power than the brain.

It is considered to be the body's primary generator and transmitter of life-force
energy, constantly sending out patterns of energetically" encoded" information
that regulates the organs, tissues and cells.

The heart and brain are in continual communication over the environment in order
to organize the body’s bioenergetic fields.

The heart is considered to be a neurological, endocrine and immune organ.
Through hormones, neurotransmitters and quantum energies (qi), the heart exerts
as much control over the brain as the brain exerts over the heart. In addition, it
produces a neurohormone that communicates with the brain and immune system,
influencing the thalamus, hypothalamus, pineal, and pituitary glands.

Many researchers now believe that conscious awareness emerges from the brain
and body acting together (with the heart playing a major role in this).

The heart generates the body’s most powerful and most extensive rhythmic
electromagnetic field, with intervals that vary in a dynamic and complex manner.
Compared to the electromagnetic field produced by the brain, the electrical
component of the heart’s field is about 60 times greater in amplitude, and
permeates every cell in the body. The magnetic component is approximately
5000 times stronger than the brain’s magnetic field and can be detected several
feet away from the body with sensitive magnetometers.

Brain rhythms naturally synchronize to the heart’s rhythmic activity, and also
blood pressure and respiratory rhythms, among other oscillatory systems, entrain
to the heart’s rhythm when love is sustained for long periods.

Psychophysiological coherence is achieved from sustained positive emotions.
This mode is characterized by heart rhythms that exhibit sine wave-like patterns,
which seems to result in greater body harmony, reduced mental dialogue, and
increased intuitive discernment, etc.

The heart’s electromagnetic field is capable of transmitting information between
people. And the brainwaves of one person can synchronize to another person’s
heart. Furthermore, when an individual is generating a coherent heart rhythm,
synchronization between that person’s brain waves and another person’s heartbeat
is more likely to occur. This explains how healing power is enhanced when a
person is fully in a pattern of unconditional love and compassion.
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Heart Field and Morality as Key in Unfolding Evolutionary Impulses and Connecting
Heart to Head
We also know that the Heart field connects to the planetary Heart field that is imbued
with the Christ love. The planetary Heart Field is the Christ Grid that comprises the
energy grid of the earth’s etheric body. As we bring coherence to our heart rhythm
through higher love, it synchronizes with the planet’s, and we strengthen the Christ
power in this realm and may also wield the healing power of the Christ to an ever greater
degree.
Furthermore, there is an etheric energy stream that occurs from an etherisation
phenomenon that takes place in the blood. Our blood is continually passing into ‘finer’
substance, and this finer ether of the blood bears the quality of our moral strength.
Esoteric knowledge reveals that it is on our moral strength that we can hold ourselves
together in the higher spiritual realms—the higher the vibration, the more apt we are to
become unconscious, and it is through the power of our morality that we can remain
‘awake’ and ‘hold our own’ amongst the higher spiritual beings. We attain to conscious
immortality on the strength of our morality. Please understand that morality has a broader
sense here, and relates to our ability to unfold the powers of truth, love and wisdom in
life, and embrace ever larger concerns that take us away from the personal self.
Steiner says that this etheric stream of energy, which is continually moving between the
Heart and the pineal gland, acts as evolutionary or hindrance force in us, according to our
level of morality. In the ‘moral’ person, the stream is a beautiful violet in color, whereas
it is brownish red in the immoral or egotistical person. The beautiful ether stream from
the Heart activates the pineal gland, which causes the head glands to ignite and evolve—
otherwise the brownish stream acts as a hindrance (causes a stormy battle) when it
reaches the pineal. As the stream becomes beautiful, the Christ blood-ether stream on the
planet merges with the individual’s stream, lending even greater evolutionary power to it.
This is how the path of evolution can become an exponential one and we may be ignited
to spontaneous evolutionary leaps.
Zero-Point Connection to the Cosmos
There is a special point within the Heart called the zero-point, which is the source point
where macrocosm and microcosm meet. This is the point of infinity within, where the
macrocosmic Christ pours into the microcosmic Christ impulse. Steiner says that if we
could turn ourselves inside out, like a glove, from this point in the inmost heart, we
would enlarge into a universe.4
The zero-point is a still-point that goes beyond stilling movement so that it has become
“unearthly”, and in that severance from the earthly the attunement to super-earthly is
possible. The stillness enters into a negative stillness or hyper stillness, and through that
does it become attuned to a higher macrocosmic rhythm, if you will.
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Steiner has stated that sound is not earthly but rather is from the cosmos.
And the ear is formed in such a way that a part of it is in hyper stillness. We
can hear vibrations from the macrocosm because a part of it has entered
into hyper stillness that transcends the earthly. It seems that all the
dantien centers have this quality of hyper stillness that connects them to
the super earthly , and so they are centers for the aspects of God in
creation. The human being is truly a marvel to behold!

The zero-point has power that we cannot even fathom! It is the point of simultaneity,
wherein all potentials are in perfect co-existence, we may be at One with any point in the
universe, and there is no longer cause and effect but only cause and cause…Igniting in
the zero-point lights up your being. You become the Sun of your life. The Sun is self-love
or God-love, because it gets all power from itself, and radiates the light of consciousness
around it. And the Sun is sourced from a deeper Central Sun (until you get to the
Godhead). In the light of the Sun we behold the self.
Being in the zero-point activates this heart field, which impacts on all levels and aspects
of life. You create an overlighting magnetic field that establishes communication between
all dimensions and informs all aspects of being on all levels on how to synchronize with
the love that you are in God.
The reason so few reach this dwelling place of non-resistance is that it is accessed in
deeper merging with the Mind of God. Most people lose consciousness in this place (i.e.
enter into deep sleep). So as you master the ability to remain awake in deep theta and
delta states, you will gain access to the wisdom and ordering potential of love from the
zero-point. And the zero-point power will flow into conscious awareness in measure as
you increase your connection to the deeper mind. The world of our inmost heart is said to
be heaven itself.
The zero-point is a heart-knowingness that “defies words and needs no justification”—it
is a point of manifestation where “manifestations that are fantastic and incomprehensible
to the mind" may be achieved. The zero-point is the Heart of God.
Not only can the heart field furnish information to all parts of the body, but also it draws
from and transmits to the cosmos. It is the receiver and transmitter of the whole spectrum
of electromagnetic waves, and its power increases as we access the state of being in the
Sacred Heart and become deeply aligned to love. Love is the power of communication on
all levels. With an activated zero-point, you begin acting as a cosmic being…allowing
higher beings to understand and partake of evolution in this realm through you as agent.
The zero-point is a point of true prayer where all is in perfection—and though you may
have entered with some sense of need, in perfect understanding and hypersynchronicity,
you will embody the transformation needed to bring movement within the density and
restore the full stance of radiating self.
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The ultimate condition of truth is the point where inner and outer are one. The Holy Spirit
is the power to reconcile inner and outer, and its ‘light script’ is ever-present in our
Heart field (level with the Heart chakra)1. Understand that God as Holy Spirit works in
us as inner and outer realities are reconciled through higher understanding (this is
discussed further in the context of the sense of touch in week 4).
“No matter how completely you have studied and observed the external factors of a
situation, until you have located the internally motivated forces, and their relation
to the external, you do not know the complete truth. By corollary, no matter how
well you understand the internal, you do not have the complete truth until you also
understand its impact upon the external. The universe is implicitly and explicitly
of one piece. At the point of perfect stasis between the implicit and the explicit,
there is a condition of hypersynchronicity, where matter, energy, space, and time
move into a ‘no-resistance’ mode of infinite potential. This is not the collapsing of
matter. This is the synchronizing of it to a ‘zero-point’ of perfect stasis…
Understand that zero-point is not about ‘nothingness’. It’s a designation of
infinity. Hypersynchronicity is the ultimate source of patterns, rhythms, ratios, and
harmonies that you regard as ideal…Ideals are implicit to the universe, not applied
upon it as an external prototype generated by the mind.” 5
When disharmonies are present in life from which densities can accumulate, time and
space become necessary to maintain harmony—disharmonies generate cause and effect
that is the universal means of interacting and rebalancing across distances of time and
space. In disharmony, you are in what I call a ‘time loop’, outside of God’s Holy Instant
that is perfection. The sooner you integrate what is advancing upon you as balancing
energies, the sooner will you be restored to the eternal now. “In perfect stasis, there is
6
perfect synchronicity. At the extreme of separation, the law of cause and effect prevails.”
Love radiates from itself and sparks other consciousness to self-love and unity. Ever
greater unity is an inward spiral towards God. You will be drawn inwardly to greater
degrees and have an increasing sense of the truth of your being in God, and
simultaneously, your vibration will radiate with greater intensity outwardly. You will
begin to see your outer life as a reflection of the self within, because your life will bare
the likeness of your radiations. This is the unity of life, wherein inner and outer life flow
seamlessly one to the other, and you merge increasingly with your Higher Self
consciousness. Your life is manifested by your Higher Self according to your beliefs
and what you know yourself to be. Your Higher Self consciousness is freed to ever
greater expression in measure as you surrender to the love that you are. As you bless life
from the consciousness of love, so life blesses you through the power of love from your
Higher Self.

1

We discovered the Holy Spirit light script in front of the Heart of the Adam-2 body in our exploration
work in 2011.
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Taoist Perspective
In ancient Taoist alchemy or Chinese medicine, the Heart (Middle Dantien) is referred to
as the “Yellow Emperor". It is protected by the Pericardium (meridian) whose task it is
to store emotional experiences that the Heart is not yet ready to process into the
emperor's courtyard. These emotions stay outside the realm of the Heart within the
courtyard (known as the “Yellow Court") until the Heart is ready to receive or face the
information and experience.
In this understanding, the Pericardium acts as gatekeeper that ensures that emotional
stability is not threatened. However, the Pericardium can become overburdened if the
Heart is closed and does not deal with what is in the courtyard at some point. The
important point here is that the Heart is key in the proper functioning of the whole bodymind organism, and the courtyard must be dealt with if the Heart is to be capable of
emitting powerfully, joyfully, and wisely, otherwise the whole empire is threatened. The
Pericardium and Triple Burner is the only pair of meridians whose physical function is
not well understood. My understanding on this is because we are dealing with an etheric
rather than a physical reality, and the Heart center bridges the more physical aspects of
the meridian system with their subtler levels of influence.
Qi is the subtle energy that animates our bodies, which allows for the proper functioning
of all body systems. As mentioned above, qi is likened to the candle flame (where jing is
the wax and wick). Qi may be depleted in many ways through emotional and mental
disturbances that cause us to shut down and close ourselves to life. Chronic negativity or
anger, resignation/apathy, powerlessness, chronic grief, and fear and anxiety are all major
disrupters of proper qi flow through the bodies. Negativity acts as an unpredictable wind
that threatens to snuff out the candle flame at any moment; when chronic, there is little qi
for life, like a tiny wick drowning in wax that will not drip down. On the other hand,
steady smiling energy and openness from the Heart will clear the build-up and create a
strong shelter against the unpredictable winds, so that the flame will eventually burn
brightly and boldly, igniting the soul back to full power and presence.

* * * * *
The Three Treasures: Truth Expressed on the Plane of Spirit, Soul, and Body
Shen is to the spirit as what qi is to the soul and jing to the physical body. So shen
identified in the soul is qi, and identified in the body is jing. They are from one Source,
one power, expressed on the different planes of Spirit, Soul, and Body, respectively. On
the spiritual plane, we have Truth as the illuminating power (Truth= Light); at the soul
level the operative power is Love, and in the body it is the impulse for Life—but they are
all the same Source power! Life is truth expressed in the body, and love is truth expressed
in the soul. And when the motive power for life is love-imbued, and there is also love of
truth that sets us free, we merge all three powers and become a force for the Trinity to
work through our being at the level of the Son (or Heart).
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The ultimate reality is Truth or Light....the Tao...and only in the One becoming the two
can there be Love, which births the three: the Son into which Life is breathed. (See the
three “L” exercise in the manual of exercises). And from this birth emerges the next
plane of reality, wherein can emerge the ‘ten thousand things’. This plane of reality is
called matter, which has the potential to be the Kingdom. Love—the power of the Heart
center—is master on the plane of matter, and from mastery of the Heart the ten thousand
things expand creation and show forth the glory of the Creator as the Kingdom of heaven
on earth.
In the Heart is the centering or unifying power. You can change beliefs and exert will
power to change habits, but only when the Heart Intelligence has changed is there true
integration and transformation. Glenda Green has indicated trans-formation to mean
“through creation”, and when we consider that love is the power of new formation or
creation 2, we see that transformation is only possible through the alchemical power of
love. The Heart is central to who we are, and the center wherein the soul marries body
with spirit. The Father is Idea, the Mother is substance, and the Son directs the two into
meaningful union and expression out of its selfless devotional love. Only selflessness or
sacrifice can create, and so only in surrender do we transform.
Meditate on these last paragraphs, and you will find the motivation to work at activating
these three centers. They are the portals to the Trinity. Do not leave these teachings to
some mental idea or vague understanding. This program is geared to help you to awaken
in these three centers and reclaim authority of being, but your active engagement is
required. I have been working at it for some time, and have had times of great
connection and other times of struggle. The path to success is in persevering and having
faith no matter what—enjoying the times of connection and ‘acting as if’ out of faith at
other times.
I have been working at this long enough to know without a doubt that tenacity pays off
always. For everything that I have discovered about the human being, I have ‘paid’ in
tenacious questing. That is how things work in the spiritual realm. The question creates
the space in you for the answers to incarnate. Be patient because spiritual understanding
happens when you have prepared the vessel within to receive it. But once the path has
been laid out in a human being, it is always easier for others to follow. Rudolf Steiner
paid for his discoveries with his life, and he has paved the way so that it is easier for us
to enter into spiritual depth and understanding. This program too is a ‘paved way’ for
you to discover with greater ease. But you will have to discover through your own effort
and commitment, for that is how you make it yours.
If you find these ideas hard to grasp, let me illustrate with some practical examples.
Imagine that you are in an argument with a loved one, and you put aside wanting to be
right, and out of a desire to be a force of love, you decide you really want to understand
the truth above all else. And from that desire, you are able to feel things from the other’s
2

You will learn in discussion with the exercises, that adamantine particles, which are the love packets in
creation, create mass. New matter is brought into this world through the power of love…
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perspective. You then say something to the effect, “Oh! I understand…you are feeling
such and such…I see how you can be feeling that.” And you recognize the perceptions
that caused that to be so in the other person. Then you express what you truly desire to
create between you and the other, “I’m sorry for the confusion, I was not forthcoming or
clear…that is not my intention to make you feel that…I was feeling [such and such] and
see that that is my reaction…My highest intention is this …”, and you truly own up to the
confusion. It does not matter if the other person contributed to the confusion; you own
your part unconditionally, and then change it. The argument will be diffused in that
instant, because you have invited truth through the love of the soul. The truth will set you
free from the illusion and misunderstanding, and it works with love. And this will flow
life into the relationship, which is a power that supports growth to ever greaterness. This
is how we engage the Trinity…
Another example….When my son was a little boy, he was whining for another piece of
chocolate. I had given him one, and then he asked for a second, and now came back for a
third. I gave him the second out of expediency so that he would stop the whining. When
he asked for a third I was wondering what to do…it was the last piece so it would be over
after the third; but I’d already caved in on the second and was not feeling great about it,
and I really wanted to do what was best for him… In that instant I had a flash of
understanding that went like this: if I give him a third piece he will feel unloved because I
am doing it to shut him up…if I don’t give him the chocolate he will feel deprived
somehow. So I said this to him “The chocolate has nothing to do with my love for you! I
love you with all my heart!” and I gave him a big kiss. He just looked at me, and then ran
off to play…Out of love to serve his highest good, I saw the truth, acted upon it and all
was brought to a higher order of life. Needless to say, I was left speechless and awed!
Acts of love guided by truth impart greater life. And all we need do is invite truth
from a place of love, and be willing to act upon what comes. The key is to be willing to
surrender the lower self…surrender needing to be right, feeling justified, wallowing in
emotionality, etc. Truth can only visit the quieted mind and humble heart.

* * * * *
The Smiling Heart…
The Heart is the center of joy, and abiding joy is the state wherein wisdom may flourish.
A wise person is one who has cultivated joy from the depth of being that cannot be
extinguished by the vagaries of life.
In this program you will learn to cultivate the inner smiling energy of the Heart, which
is used also in vertical-awaring. The ancient Taoist teachings reveal that the pathways of
the inner smile formed in the womb. These pathways are the extraordinary meridians that
provide the infrastructure for the four aspects of God to express within being, as was
discussed above. Donna Eden refers to these pathways as the strangeflows, and states that
they are the pathways of joy in the body. These are the causal meridians that feed our
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whole being through the many subtle layers of body-mind-soul consciousness. The inner
smile is described as “arising like a wave from the inner ocean of our unknown and
unborn self. Before it gently splashes onto the beach of the outer world, it passes through
many subtle layers of body-mind consciousness… The Inner Smile is a way of awakening
and harmonizing our Energy Body. As the smiling wave arises within it can be guided to
effortlessly “float loose” our deep sexual, emotional, and mental patterns, which are
basically frozen energy.”
This inner smile is how you will achieve the abiding joy that sustains no matter what.
This joy does not deny the presence of suffering or pain as it arises; quite the contrary, it
opens you to deeper compassion and imparts the tenacity and fortitude to get through
challenges without wounding and scarring. Just as it generates joy waves through the
subtle energy body, so too does it cause vibrational flows of joy to spill out in life,
magnetizing and even creating higher potential futures for all involved.
The Heart is the powerhouse and central force for the indwelling consciousness to
expand in self-awareness to its god-nature and impact in creation. The Heart determines
your ‘vibratory hum’, which is the manifestation or magnetic attraction that you radiate
into the universe. The Heart is the unifying center for the Trinity.
The Heart is the realm of the Son—the higher ego merged with the soul that purifies
through deepening love in the course of life’s challenges. Creation is in the hands of the
Son. Both Father God and Mother God are subordinate to the Son in this vibrational
realm. (Refer to the audio RI-2, given in week 2, to understand how the Son influences the
Father).
The most important things that you can cultivate in the Heart center are the following:
1- The sense of radiating love that comes from openness to life and an earnest desire
to make things better in the world around you for all concerned;
2- Smiling energy and abiding joy from the depth of being that is beyond the story of

your life;
3- Fire of devotion (the threefold flame of Truth, Love, and Power) that seeks

mastery over the unruly soul powers of thinking, feeling, and willing.
These powers of goodwill, abiding joy, and impeccability can so transform you over
time that you are made wholly new by them. People are looking for dietary supplements
and methods to achieve longevity and rejuvenation, and the only truly effective diet is to
starve the thinking separated mind, cut out all negativity and sense of being powerless,
and grow into a new understanding of yourself as the cherished Child of Father and
Mother God who is responsible for creation. Then enter into responsible being through
cultivating the above powers of the Heart.
The path is simple, although simple is not always easy. If you will persevere in practicing
the simple steps to awakening and inner transformation, your whole life will change
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dramatically. It is just a matter of time, and not that much time considering you are
undoing years and years of unconscious living.
1. Seek always to make situations better, to bring higher truth, understanding, and
harmony; always orient your attention to what you can give to the situation to
make it better rather than what is in it for you.
2. No matter what is going on, connect to the wisdom and joy from the Void that is
beyond this time and space, and be grateful that you are consciousness having rich
experiences to be transcended. Smile with grace and in deepest gratitude.
3. When the mind, emotional or wilful selves are unruly, purify them in the Heart’s
fire of devotion to truth…blast them with the Heart’s flame and magnify energies
from 1 and 2.
The manual of exercises has processes to develop the inner smile and the threefold flame
of purification in the Heart center. If you will conscientiously engage your Heart in the
ways suggested, you will raise your vibration in alignment with the Trinity. The Trinity
is the only power of manifestation in this realm that transforms the one who wields
its power. Eventually you will have your Head and Heart in the heavenly reality while
also engaged as an uplifting force in this vibrational realm.
You can manifest junk, but it will not elevate you; on the contrary, it will lower your
vibration and cause unwanted side effects. And you will be going against the stream of
the wisdom-will that is the creational substance of the Mother (God). On the other hand,
it does not take much effort to shift gears and begin to manifest what is worthy of your
nature, once you understand how creation is supposed to work! The Heart holds the key
to shifting gears, and is the compelling magnet and determining force of your overall
vibratory hum in the world. With the Heart, you enter into symbiosis with the
planetary and cosmic intelligences. So don’t underestimate the simple processes of
reorienting/realigning in the Heart!
The key to manifestation is to allow yourself to be transformed in the process. And this is
made possible on the vibration of abiding joy. In order to be in joy, you must continually
get out of your own way…get over yourself…and allow something greater to flow in.
This is being sacrificial—sacrificing the lower to yield to the higher. Joy is love spilling
over…ever expansive energy that expands all that it touches. Joy is the power that
sustains creation toward ever greaterness. True joy is strengthened as the lower self is
sacrificed through the alchemical fire of the Heart center.
Your ‘manifestation vibration’ or ‘attractor factor’ as some refer to it, is the level of
unified Heart energy that you are radiating out into the world. By unified I mean that it
harmonizes Head, Heart, and Will. When unified, you will have surrendered to deeper
being and will no longer get in your own way so that you can receive the true desires of
the Heart. As you increase the flow of smiling energy, orient increasingly to goodwill,
and surrender or sacrifice the lower for the higher by continually realigning the thinking
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mind in service of the deeper mind, your level of joy increase and you will become
unstoppable as the universe will be keenly responsive to your dreams.
Celebratory and expansive thoughts and feelings will incarnate a life of celebration that is
expansive to all who fall under its umbrage. Your vibrational hum is a creational
patterning that affects people around you. You create a field of interaction with others by
your vibrational impact, and this determines what is possible in any interchange. Others
do this with you as well, but the most conscious person has the greatest power…so the
higher vibrational intention wins!
You will be able to realign quickly once you have mastered the techniques in this
program. For example, the 3-2-1 Trinity alignment exercise (given in the manual of
exercises) can be done in under five minutes and will keep you vibrationally in a high
state of radiation and manifestation power. Other even quicker exercises are also
suggested in the manual or exercises.
Below is an image for the middle dantien center that has been encoded with activation.
The images are described in further detail in Appendix A, and one without the lotus
flower is also included.
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Lower Dantien ~ The Golden Stove
The lower dantien is the physical center of balance and gravity—a key center in martial
arts. It is the foundation of “rooted standing, breathing, and body awareness”. As center
of gravity, the lower dantien acts like the orbital force of our physical presence—and so
in considering our physicality as a force, it may be reduced to this point of concentrated
qi.
Balance is more than just being upright and firmly grounded—it has a physical as well as
a psycho-spiritual aspect. As is discussed in the section on the four foundational senses
of the lower body (in part IV on the senses), the sense of balance is about being confident
presence, and belonging in this world as an upright spiritual being capable of engaging
and experiencing life in this density while oriented to the supersensible reality. In
balance, we hold ourselves in density in perfect counterpoise with our spiritual
nature, and this too is a point of hyper stillness. The lower dantien holds this deeper
intelligence, which captures the intelligences of all four foundational senses.
The lower dantien is about 2 ½-3inches below the navel, in the middle of the body. This
is also our connection to the Primordial Mother and the Womb of Creation. There is an
etheric cord that is the silver umbilicus to the Womb of Creation, located where our
umbilical cord originated deep in our body (this is revealed in audio RI-7). This is our
connection to the means of life and what is referred to in the 3rd Beatitude, “Blessed are
the meek, for they shall inherit the earth”, where ‘meek’ means simple…of simple desire
and emotional equanimity, and ‘inheriting the earth’ means having ‘command’ over the
means in this realm. Our connection and engagement with the Mother as well as our
‘simplicity’ as described above determines our command over the means of creation in
this realm.
Our connection with the Mother is enhanced through three primary means:
1- Gratitude and love,
2- Caring, reciprocity and symbiosis with all sentient life,
3- Devotion and perseverance in seeing our visions through to manifestation.
What does a mother wish for her children if not that they be happy and thrive? There is
nothing that a mother will not do for her child. And what does a mother wish for from her
children? It is not gratitude and love that make all of her selfless service worthwhile?
That you appreciate the Great Mother of creation that pours out all Her blessings to you
acts as a soothing balm to her weariness over her lost children. And as you look after her
‘younger’ creations—like a big brother or sister—the bond between you and the Mother
will strengthen. And the more that you successfully manifest the visions inspired by the
Father, the more the universe as Mother force invests in you personally. The Mother is
devoted to birthing the visions of the Father—Her Beloved Groom. Everyone has the
potential to work directly with Father and Mother God, but few are willing to make the
effort toward becoming the Divine Child…
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‘Simplicity’ is a state of the astral body, wherein we have a radiating energy rather than a
sucking motion that seeks to get from the world. So in simplicity, we are a force of
blessing—a Mother force to the world.
Western psychology deals with emotions, beliefs, habits, etc. while Taoist psychology is
focused on the qi and power of the dantien centers, and the lower dantien in particular.
This may seem strange, but once you bring consciousness to this center, you will feel
many of your patterns as a distinct felt-sense at the level of your gut. We talk about “gut
feeling” as a deeply intuitive knowing that often defies logic or reason. Of course, the
clarity or truthfulness of your gut feeling will depend on how healthy you are in relation
to the foundational senses, i.e. how healthy you are in your sense of self and belonging,
the meaning life has for you, your sense of true purpose in life, and your relationship to
the world. Many people have continual anxiety in the gut, making it an unreliable source
of intuition about the safety or goodwill of others.
But for the psychologically and spiritually healthy, the gut can inform us well of the
intentions of others and of the alignment of opportunities with our values and highest
good. And it can then be a powerful center of intelligence about the world and our deeper
relationship to it.
And so it is not at all strange that developing a strong lower dantien would lead to
clearing psychological blocks. Doing lower dantien exercises is said to aid in the control
of thoughts and emotions, and that is because most of these emerge from the lower three
chakras that are particularly associated with the astral body. The expression “being in
astrality” refers to being stuck in dysfunctional patterns of the astral body, and control
and mastery of the lower dantien leads to clearing this ‘astrality’. The corollary is also
true, that is, clearing emotional blocks in the astral body will improve the flow of energy
through and intelligence of the ‘gut’.
The lower dantien strengthens as we enter into a symbiotic relationship with the world—
inner and outer worlds harmonize and are experienced as a unity, and in this process
healing of emotional blocks takes place. In profound awareness of being part of
something much larger that is eternal, of being included and cherished within this vast
and unfathomable creation, we enter into the synchronicity and serendipity of divine
reality. In awareness of the symbiotic relationship of our being with All That Is, we enter
on the path of initiation into the mysteries of being.
Our ability to fill out the space around us comes from the power in the lower dantien, and
we can get a clear felt-sense at the gut level as to whether we are in balance and harmony
with the environment at any time. Any martial arts student will tell you that deliberate
and intelligent movement arises from the movement of qi from this center, but this is also
true of movement in life to fulfil our destiny. The jing energy in this center is a store of
vitality that we acquired from the deeper past that is there to support our current plans for
this incarnation. And the more consciously that we engage the four will-sense
intelligences, if you will, of the lower dantien, the more we will marry will with thinking,
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Mother with Father, and establish a spiritual reality into which we may express our free
will.
In the Primordial Womb meditation (RI-7), you are led into the lower dantien to manifest
what you desire from your deeper self. The lower dantien is the center of manifestation
in the realm of density. If you are not consciously engaging its power, you are in
distortions of the lower chakras and creating your life out that and outside of divine
reality.
The jing energy is the most densely-vibrating or the least refined of the three. It includes
the reproductive energy and ancestral or vital energy for life associated with the kidney
organ system—the most fundamental system of life. Jing is the energy of the Primordial
Mother that is the sustenance and nourishment for the body and for life.
Physically/emotionally jing is lost through excessive sexual activity, material greed,
stress and worry, competition and blind drive, and preoccupation with one’s physical and
material needs—all the ‘sins’ of the lower chakras that cause the will to serve the false
masters. Jing is restored through right relationship to spirit, hope in life such that one has
expectancy of all needs met, right relationship and engagement in the world, including
right use of sexual energy, the spirit of cooperation and interdependence of all beings,
acceptance of life’s challenges (non-resistance to life), and informed and higher will.
Interestingly, Guy Finley’s definition of happiness is, “having all that you need in the
moment that you need it”, which is being in a state of hope and expectancy, and fully
connected to the Primordial Mother and the means of life. And so happiness is under the
agency of the Mother.
Below is an image for the lower dantien center that has been encoded with activation.
The images are described in further detail in Appendix A.
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* * * * *
Just as in the upper dantien we must sacrifice or suppress the thinking separated mind
that generates thought out of its own small self and its own misinformed interpretations
and assumptions, just as in the middle dantien we must sacrifice the lower self-seeking
desire to be right, in control, avoid pain, etc., in the lower dantien we must sacrifice
unconsciousness, laziness, consensus living, and engage life with courage and devotion
and in full understanding of our accountability to creation. These are the three sacrifices
of the lower self that will yield to the Higher Self.
In increasing mastery we will engage the powers of the Trinity as a spirit-soul being
expanding creation through the physical experience. From occult studies, the selfless
sacrifice of thinking, feeling, and willing to a higher concern and higher self is actually
the indicated modern-day path of initiation that is critical at this time.
Everything is spiritually prepared for human beings to attain to radical transformation
that will ensure viability into the future, but you and I must make the effort…walk the
path that is pressing in on us.
* * * * *

Many of the exercises that you will learn in this program engage all three dantien centers
of intelligence. When all three dantien centers of intelligence are engaged, then you are
fully ‘present’ to life and continually moving to greater wholeness.
Understand that the power flowing through the three centers will increase in measure to
your relationship to Father God as your true mind (source of inspiration, imagination,
intuition), Mother God as the Source of all your needs in this realm in support of being a
vibrant and effective co-creator, and the Son/Sun (Divine Child) as your true nature that
evolves upon freedom and love. We must learn to walk with the Trinity within us, as
powers for life, and as we do this, we become selfless in our thinking, feeling, and
willing. A foundation of selflessness in these three soul powers is established through the
process of vertical-awaring, which puts us on the path of modern-day initiation.
You walk with Father God when you seek to know truth and be in integrity above all
else, and in measure as you understand that God is seeking to dream creation through
you. You engage Father God increasingly and intensely as you dedicate your life energy
to conceiving higher resolutions in response to dysfunction in the world…when you
devote your efforts to bringing a higher order of life on earth and maintain faith
throughout…and specifically, when you open your thinking to imagination and
inspiration and allow yourself to become spirit-filled in your mind. In partnership with
the Father, all your thought is engaged in higher concerns. This can be done from the
perspective of your present life.
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And this is achieved increasingly as you suppress the thinking separated mind through
vertical-awaring. As you surrender the lower self with its endless thought loops, the mind
is freed and open to higher truth. If you also then immerse in spiritual truth through
reading inspired writings, meditating on spiritual truth and qualities, etc. thinking begins
to serve higher truth and cosmic concerns and will be thought into by way of higher
imagination and inspiration. You will then also develop a keen discernment for truth, and
will no longer indulge in mere opinion.
You walk as and with the Sun/Son when you choose to be a light unto the world. You do
this by no longer looking for what the world—relationships, situations, etc.—can give
you, but rather what you can give to it…how you can make things better. Not in selfsacrifice to your detriment—but rather in true outpouring of higher love and compassion
that brings a higher order reality in the world. When you are ever ready and open to
engage compassionately and benevolently with others, your inner parts, and with life,
continually releasing the lower selfish patterns, you are open to the Sun or Christ forces
and they will act upon your soul, refining and expanding the diamond-self …they will act
upon the world, opening new venues and bringing about new opportunities. And you will
increasingly bring macrocosmic impulses into this realm and move into cosmic citizenry.
(“Blessed are we the peacemakers, for we shall be called the Children of God.”) The
Heart is the unifying center wherein your connection to the Trinity translates into
expression and change in the world. It contains the zero-point or still point where
macrocosm and microcosmic meet.
The Heart is the center of spiritual feeling that has an eternal quality. In vertical-awaring
you bring the smiling energy from the depth within and cultivate openness and goodwill,
and this stills the unruliness of the emotional self. Note that while the Heart is not the
emotional center, it does have the power to heal the emotional self. In stilling the
emotions and going into feelings from the depth of being, we surrender the lower desires
and endless wants and needs of the lower ego and allow a selfless love to emerge. This
increases our sensitivity to others and our desire to be of service. As we lose our selfcenteredness, our Heart will expand and we become a true force of higher order in the
world.

You walk with Mother God when you live in hope and expectancy that all your needs are
being met so that you ‘take no thought’ for how things will come to you and can be
wholly devoted to the increase of life. The Mother is there to support the Sons so that
they may be ‘about their Father’s business’ of bringing Heaven to earth. You partner
with the Mother when you are in this world as a highly engaged and creative force, yet
you are not of it—always deeply cognizant of your spiritual nature that is One with all
sentient life. The vibrational realm is the womb in which Divine Idea inseminates, and
by focused attention, unwavering faith, and love of the Son, the Mother will nurture,
nourish, and support these Ideas through all the stages to manifestation. The Mother
works in you when in full expectancy you open to the synchronicities and serendipities in
life…. you open to receive and wield the abundant resources that She gladly flows your
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way. The Mother will rush to your support in measure as you respect, love, and cooperate
with all of Her Children, honor her creations, and are grateful for life that is under her
agency.
When you cooperate with and respect all life, your will becomes permeated by the
warmth of goodness and work in unison with the Heart. You surrender self-serving will
and take up greater concerns and in so doing the courage to act will increase in you. You
will increasingly be motivated by higher ideals and less and less by compulsion of lower
material pursuits. Your fears will the ones of self-challenge that expand your being rather
than the anxieties of external lack, competition and greed.
Spiritually aligned manifestation has a regenerative effect on the body while also serving
to create heaven on earth. In other words, engaging the Trinity powers also increases the
force of life in the body, causing it to vibrate at a higher rate and thereby to absorb greater
spiritual light. The two activities—body regeneration and manifesting heaven on earth—
are one and the same, as spiritual being is heaven manifested. Heaven is the realm of
knowing or Ideal, while earth is the realm of being or Real. As truth and love imbue
understanding and will, knowing and being enter the plane of action. In merging heaven
and earth, man gives the substance of reality to the ideas and ideals of God.
The formula is quite simple: all strengthens the lower nature and is purely earthly causes
death in the body, while all that attunes you to the divine and strengthens the higher self
produces life and light in the body. The process of vertical-awaring that centers you in
the Trinity powers will consistently move you away from death-producing to lifeproducing patterns.
In vertical-awaring you will engage all three centers as inner powers and increasingly
you will feel yourself deeply supported by these ‘faces of God’. You are highly
encouraged to meditate on what walking with Father God, the Sun, and Mother God
means in your life, specifically, how it would look and feel to have a sense of increasing
presence of the Trinity and the power to draw from them in daily life.
The manual of exercises has many suggestions in this regard. The Unifying
Heart/Trinity Alignment Exercise is a quick power pause to engage Trinity power in the
dantien centers—a one, two, and seven-minute version has been developed. If you do the
exercise faithfully at least 4-5 times per day, you will notice your life transforming.
Commit to 3 days of 4-5 times per day initially…and see how it makes you feel! All
processes in the manual have been empowered with activation. You’ll be able to do it
very effectively the more you devote serious meditation time to mastering the full process
of vertical-awaring and entering into the deeper mind. The effectiveness of the power
pause will increase dramatically with your mastery of the techniques.

* * * * *
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As you activate the powers of the Trinity and surrender the lower for the higher in
thinking, feeling and willing, all three powers begin to act synergistically in unison and in
harmony with life. And the threefold flame in the Heart will grow in intensity and
purifying power (see the manual of exercises for more details).

Vision without action is a useless dream, like seeds sown on fallow ground; action
without vision is misuse of time and energy. But action devoted to goodness from
inspired vision expands creation and sustains creative momentum into eternity. In
activating the Trinity powers, you will move into ever greater creational power to
envision and manifest those visions steeped in truth, beauty, and goodness.
Do the exercises suggested in the manual to strengthen these three centers of power for
the Trinity. If you will carry out even a simple daily process of connecting consciously
with these three centers and learning to harmonize them, your life will transform
noticeably in time.
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Appendix of Images
The dantien images were created by a participant in many RHS programs in 2011, that I
worked with while preparing material for this program. He is very energy-sensitive, and
after working with the dantien centers had to take a break to process all the energies that
he had been working with. He will be doing more images in future. It takes him about a
week or two to create each image, as he meditates on the teachings and then feels into the
energies of some of the activation work. As he lets all this work into his bodies, he then
develops images that enhance and magnify the clearing and activation. And then I
augment the images with further activation. It’s a long process and not just pretty
pictures!
The three main images appear in the manual already and are only reproduced in
small here. Use the large images for contemplation. An image that combines all three
and contains harmonizing energies as well appears below.

Below is commentary from the creator of the images…A good way to work with them is
to look at them in a contemplative way (soft or half shut eyes), and then intend the image
to enter into that energy center. You may begin to feel a deepening in the center, the
stillness within, or you may feel energy or hear sound. These are etheric centers, and the
glands and etheric body is tonal.
I feel the activation of the images most strongly in the centers in which I am most
activated. So I feel most with the Head, then Heart, then lower dantien images. You may
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or may not have a similar experience. The lower dantien center is hardest for me to
connect with, and is probably the one I need to work with the most.

Upper Dantien
“The head lotus came together very easily
and I used only a galaxy image and a rough
diamond. Blending with transparency made
the image "mysterious" –it felt complete in
this simplicity.
The image causes the head glands to work in
unison. There is also a connection between
the lower sex glands and thymus with the
head glands. The feeling as they harmonize is pure bliss.
As the bliss feeling occurs in all three regions, it can be guided to places in the body, to
bring them to a higher vibration and possibly for healing.”

Middle Dantien
“The heart image contains
rhodochrosite and a picture of the
galaxy. It was originally created
without the lotus, but when I viewed it
my energy would go to my head and so
I added the lotus to bring the focus
back to the chest. My main focus in all
the images was to have them bring a
felt sense to the location in the body.
When I look at it I feel a spherical
expansion in my chest; also an expansion in the thymus and buzzing in the chest.”
My note: When I used the images, I felt the one without the lotus much more deeply
within my Heart center. So I am adding that one here. At first I did not feel the activation
with the lotus picture, but after using the image without the lotus first, now I feel
activation from the lotus picture.
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Heart image without the Lotus

Lower Dantien
“This came out well after
connecting to the primordial womb /
silver umbilical and stepping away
from my preconceived ideas about
the lower dantien. The primary
image is silver ore with the fire
nebula shaded on top then flipped
upside down and shaded again,
which I later noticed had formed a
being
like
shape
/
phoenix/primordial mother even a little double helix in the body. The right side is an
image containing the fire nebula combined with lava / molten earth. This image was very
dominating at first, so I scaled it down and made it repeat fading as it goes up.
When I look at it I feel the warmness in the area below the navel from the image on the
right and the cosmic womb feminine energy from the central image. I also feel a
connection at the navel like a pulling.”
* * * * *
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1

The Four Faces of God are discussed in greater detail in part IV in the context of the four will-senses and
their correspondences to the extraordinary meridians. Briefly, God expresses as a four-fold principle within
us: God as Father, Mother, Son, and Holy Spirit. We have glands or ‘etheric crystals’ in the head that
correspond to these aspects—respectively, they are: they hypothalamus, thalamus, amygdala, and pituitary
glands.
2
Glenda Green, Love Without End.
3
http://newearthdaily.com/our-heart-has-a-mind-of-its-own/
4
Rudolf Steiner. The Mission of the Spirit. P. 108
5
Glenda Green. Love Without End p. 275
6
Ibid p. 276
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